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NOBLEX is a manufacturer of innovative sports optics 
for hunting, ornithology and water sports. As the direct 
successor to VEB Carl Zeiss Jena and DOCTER Optik, 
our current portfolio of high-performance optics com-
bines classic products such as binoculars and rifle scopes 
with modern optoelectronic devices in the field of water 
sports. Robust, seawater-proof and weather-resistant, 
they were developed for the maritime sector to meet the 
needs of sailors and water sports enthusiasts alike.

Let yourself be inspired by the innovative sports optics 
products from NOBLEX!

Your NOBLEX Team!

Quality
and innovation
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NF 7 x 50 C advanced

With integrated bearing compass

For the first time ever, the NOBLEX NF 7 x 50 C compass binocu-
lars combines modern maritime design with the robust and reliable 
Porro prism system, which has become indispensable in maritime 
applications due to its solid construction. Even in stormy seas, the 
large fluid-filled 50 mm compass consistently indicates true north, 
and reliable bearings can be made with its finely scaled reticle. The 
implementation of special glass convinces with a high transmission, 
even in low light situations such as at dusk.

Model 7 x 50 C advanced

Optical system Porro prism

Compass Ø 50 mm

Reticle* yes

Watertightness IPX7

Exit pupil 7.1 mm

Twilight number 18.7

Close distance 10.0 m

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 148 m

Weight 1,450 g

Article number 50462

Price (MSRP) € 699.–

* for bearing and distance measurements

Compass display with 
eyepiece reticle 
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NF 7 x 50 C inception

Seaworthy Optics

Regardless of whether you are a charter skipper, boat owner or 
regatta professional – good and reliable binoculars belong in the 
hand luggage of any good sea captain. A seaworthy long-range 
optic that you can rely on, even when the sea is rough, visibility 
is poor and navigation is more demanding. The new NOBLEX 
NF 7 x 50 C of the inception line fulfills all of these requirements, 
which is further characterized by its robust overall construction 
and a precise 30 mm compass.

Model 7 x 50 C inception 7 x 50 inception

Optical system Porro prism Porro prism

Compass  Ø 30 mm –

Reticle* yes yes

Watertightness IPX7 IPX7

Exit pupil 7.1 mm 7.1 mm

Twilight number 18.7 18.7

Close distance 7.0 m 7.0 m

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 124 m 124 m

Weight 1,120 g 1,100 g

Article number 50452 50451

Price (MSRP) € 449.– € 369.–

* for bearing and distance measurements

Compass display 
with eyepiece reticle 
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NF 7 x 50 C inception DLRG 2.0

Saving lives

The Noblex NF 7 x 50 C inception DLRG 2.0 binoculars, with 
their robust construction, reliable seaworthy optics and 
precise 30 mm compass, are a must-have for every boater. It 
was specially developed for the German Lifesaving Society 
(DLRG) which has been optimised for water rescue teams and 
maritime task forces. Whether you are a professional rescuer 
or an enthusiastic boater, these binoculars provide clear vision 
and essential navigational aids for safe navigation while at sea. 

 

Model 7 x 50 C inception DLRG 2.0

Optical system Porro prism

Compass  Ø 30 mm

Reticle* yes

Watertightness IPX7

Exit pupil 7.1 mm

Twilight number 18.7

Close distance 7.0 m

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 124 m

Weight 1,120 g

* for bearing and distance measurements

Available from the DLRG materials office: 
Tel: +49 5723 955-600, info@materialstelle.dlrg.de, https://shop.dlrg.de

Integrated 
compass – ideal 
for determining 

distances
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NM 7 x 42 C

Navigation at a new level
NM 7 x 42 C DLRG

Saving lives

Easy estimation of distances and precise orientation at all times – 
all this is now possible in a playful manner, and with just one hand. 
The new NOBLEX NM 7 x 42 C compass monocular is an extremely 
handy and lightweight device, and an ever-available companion for 
navigating when you really need it. The integrated compass and 
detailed markings make it easy to determine the distance to objects 
far away. Whether you are on the high seas or in mountainous 
landscapes, this high-precision navigator will reliably show you the 
way. The optical brilliance, wide field of view and 7 x magnification 
packed into a compact housing, make the NM 7 x 42 C an extremely 
versatile companion for your adventures while on the move.

Model 7 x 42 C

Magnification 7 x

Ø Lens aperture 42 mm

Watertightness IPX7

Exit pupil   6 mm

Field of vision (at 1,000 m) 131 m

Weight 350 g

Item number 50324

Price (MSRP) € 249.–

* for bearing and distance measurement

In the DLRG version, the monocular comes with a specially adapted 
reticle to meet the requirements of the German Life Saving Associ-
ation. This not only guarantees the proven quality and functionality 
of the monocular, but also the reliability of the optimized reticle to 
correctly estimate distances in water rescue situations. You can 
count on NOBLEX when it comes to dependable equipment for 
your demanding needs.

Model 7 x 42 C DLRG

Magnification 7 x

Ø Lens aperture 42 mm

Watertightness IPX7

Exit pupil 6 mm

Field of vision (at 1,000 m) 131 m

Weight 350 g

* for bearing and distance measurement

Available from the DLRG material center:
Tel: +49 5723 955-600, info@materialstelle.dlrg.de, https://shop.dlrg.de

NEW

Integrated 
compass – ideal 
for determining 

distances

Integrated 
compass – ideal 
for determining 

distances
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NF 8 x 56 advanced

The hunting binocular for twilight

These sophisticated binoculars are specifically designed for hunting 
in twilight and offer hunters an unparalleled viewing experience. 
The advanced product line combines outstanding features, including 
high transmission in difficult viewing conditions, superior resolution 
and strong contrast. As a result, the binoculars provide a clear and 
detailed image, even in waning light. With an impressively large 
field of view of 126 meters (137 yards), hunters can see all the action 
in even the most challenging situations. An outstanding feature 
of the Noblex 8 x 56 advanced is the open design of the comfort 
bridge, which enables safe and, if necessary, one-handed operation. 
Eyeglass wearers will also appreciate the twist-out eyecups, which 
ensure a comfortable fit and provide a pleasant viewing experience.

Model 8 x 56 advanced

Optical system 7.0 mm

Twilight number 21.1

Close distance 3.5 m

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 126 m

Watertightness IPX7

Weight 1,280 g

Article number 50599

Price (MSRP) € 649.–

NEW
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NF 8 x 56 inception

Even big in the twilight

With the maximum lens diameter of 56 mm, the NF 8 x 56 incpet-
ion is the brightest binocular in the NOBLEX range. Specially op-
timized for poor lighting conditions such as in twilight, it offers a 
unique viewing experience. The binoculars are filled with nitrogen 
to prevent them from fogging up on the inside when the outside 
temperature changes. Eyeglass wearers will appreciate the spe-
cially designed oculars. 

Model 8 x 56

Optical system Roof prism

Exit pupil 7.0 mm

Twilight number 21.1

Close distance 2.5 m

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 111 m

Watertightness IPX7

Weight 1,145 g

Article number 50593

Price (MSRP) € 399.–

NF 10 x 42 R advanced

Precise laser rangefinding

The NF 10 x 42 R of the advanced line offers the user high-perfor-
mance optics with multi-coated lens elements and a large field of 
view. The integrated laser rangefinder determines the safe dis-
tance to game up to 1,200 meters – and to more reflective objects, 
up to 2,300 meters. With a simple push of a button, the eye-safe 
Class 1 laser measures to within 1 meter accuracy in just 0.3 sec-
onds. While in scan mode, the distance of moving objects is mea-
sured continuously. The reading is taken from the very bright red 
OLED display that is mirrored in the center of the field of view and 
can be easily read against a dark background. When needed, the 
brightness can be adjusted in six levels.

Model 10 x 42 R advanced

Optical system Roof prism

Exit pupil 4.2 mm

Laser class 1

Measuring range 5 – 2,300 m

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 105 m

Watertightness IPX7

Weight 980 g

Article number 50589

Price (MSRP) € 1,099.–

With bright  
OLED display
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NF 8 x 42  and 10 x 42 inception

The powerful outdoor binoculars

The new inception binoculars are ergonomic and chic in design. 
The high-quality glass used in combination with the abrasion-re-
sistant multi-coating of the lens surfaces ensure an optimal 
view. The twist-out eyecups have been specially developed for 
eyeglass wearers and, together with the large field of view, 
provide the optimum basis for observing animals and nature.

Model 8 x 42 10 x 42

Optical system Roof prism Roof prism

Exit pupil 5.2 mm 4.2 mm

Twilight number 18.3 20.5

Close distance 2.5 m 2.5 m

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 105 m 105 m

Watertightness IPX7 IPX7

Weight 570 g 570 g

Article number 50583 50588

Price (MSRP) € 220.– € 239.–

NF 8 x 25 and 10 x 25 inception

The constant companion 
for recreation

Lightweight and compact – this is how the new NOBLEX pocket 
binoculars of the inception line present themselves. With impres-
sive optics and a choice of 8 x or 10 x magnification, they are ideal 
for use when travelling, hiking, bird watching or as the perfect 
second pair of binoculars for outdoor or recreational use.

Model 8 x 25 10 x 25

Optical system Roof prism Roof prism

Exit pupil 3.1 mm 2.5 mm

Twilight number 18.3 20.5

Close distance 1.5 m 1.5 m

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 119 m 96 m

Watertightness IPX7 IPX7

Weight 295 g 295 g

Article number 50332 50342

Price (MSRP) € 165.– € 175.–
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The binocular models with a 42 lens aperture impress with their 
functional design. An open bridge connects both halves of the 
binoculars. The binoculars can be held comfortably with one 
hand and the focusing mechanism can be operated at the same 
time thanks to the “handle through”. The robust, water pres-
sure-tight and lightweight housing offers maximum protection 
for the internal optics and mechanical components. The top 
optics guarantee an impressive viewing experience with brilliant, 
sharp-edged and high-contrast imaging.

Model 8 x 42 vector 10 x 42 vector

Optical system Roof prism Roof prism

Exit pupil 5.3 mm 4.2 mm

Twilight number 18.3 20.5

Close distance 2.5 m 2.5 m

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 115 m 105 m

Watertightness IPX7 IPX7

Weight 670 g 680 g

Article number 50582 50587

Price (MSRP) € 389.– € 419.–

NF 8 x 42  and 10 x 42 vector

Experiencing nature with a view
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NS 8–24 x 50 ED

The observation telescope 
in mini format

The new NOBLEX spotting scope is unique in its compact dimen-
sions. The varifocal eyepiece guarantees infinitely variable 
observations from 8 x to 24 x magnification. With the spotting 
scope resting on a stationary place or mounted on a tripod, the 
observer can see details in nature that would have remained 
hidden to the naked eye. The abnormal partial dispersion glass 
ensures better correction of the individual colours and delights 
the observer with brilliant visual enjoyment, even at greater 
distances.

Model 8–24 x 50 ED

Field of view (in degrees) 2.4–5°

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 42–88 m

Exit pupil 2.1–6.2 mm

View angled

Ø Tripod connection thread ¼ inch

Watertightness IPX7

Weight 530 g

Article number 50240

Price (MSRP) € 379.–

The binoculars of the vector series are designed for demanding 
users in the areas of sports, outdoors, hunting and nature obser-
vation. Perfect handling with ABS rubber armouring, fast, silent 
focusing via the center wheel. Experience exciting observations 
with breathtakingly brilliant image impressions of excellent 
sharpness, reflection-free and in lifelike colors over the entire 
field of view. Even in poor visibility conditions and at dusk, the 
view remains clear and bright. The complex multi-coated lenses 
and BAK-4 prisms as well as an anti-reflective coating on the 
prisms ensure extremely high light transmission.

Model 8 x 56 vector

Optical system Roof prism

Exit pupil 7 mm

Twilight number 21.2

Close distance 2.5 m

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 114 m

Watertightness IPX7

Weight 1,145 g

Article number 50592

Price (MSRP) € 469.–

NF 8 x 56 vector

Pure joy to watch
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NS 20–60 x 80 ED

Powerful over large distances

The NOBLEX NS 80 spotting scope offers excellent magnification 
for long-distance observations. The variable 20 – 60 x magnifica-
tion and 80mm three-lens system allow exceptional detail even 
at long distances. The spotting scope‘s fluorite glass ensures high 
resolution and colour neutrality, while the mobile phone adapter 
enables easy digiscoping. This makes the NS 80 ideal for water 
sports enthusiasts, providing clear and accurate views of distant 
targets such as buoys, boats or birds on the water.

Model 20–60 x 80 ED

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 38–17 m

Exit pupil 4.0–1.3 mm

Twilight number 69.3–40.0

Close distance 6.5 m

Watertightness IPX7

Weight 1,420 g

Article number 50242

Price (MSRP) € 549.–
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NR 1000 inception

Laser rangefinder

Accurately determine large distances. Every golfer, architect or 
hunter faces this challenge. The new, laser-supported NOBLEX 
rangefinder reliably and precisely determines distances of up 
to 1,000 meters at a deviation of just ± 1 meter using a travel 
time measurement system. By means of a red OLED display, the 
reading is reflected within the field of view and can be clearly 
seen even against a dark background. Even with its 6x magni-
fication, it can be used as a simple observation tool, which can 
easily replace the need to carry additional binoculars. Everything 
is “packaged” in a very compact, pocket-sized housing.

Model 6 x 21

Laser class 1

Measuring accuracy ±0.1 m

Exit pupil 3.3 mm

Field of view (at 1,000 m) 126 m

Twilight number 11

Measuring range 5–1,000 m

Weight 161 g

Article number 50250

Price (MSRP) € 375.–

Example display

Accessories

For NF 7 x 50 binoculars

Floating strap*

Model Floating strap*

Article number 58525

Price (MSRP) € 44.–

* Included in the scope of delivery of the NF 7 x 50 C advanced

NF 7 x 50 shoulder bag

Model Shoulder bag

Article number 58526

Price (MSRP) € 29.90
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For centuries, porcelain, glass, ceramics and highly refined 
optical products have been manufactured in Thuringia. This is 
why we feel especially committed to these German values and 
continue the tradition on site in Eisfeld.

10 years warranty
Service is our top priority. This is even ensured for the long 
term, evidenced by spare parts that are still available for earlier 
DOCTER and ZEISS JENA brand products. In terms of sustain-
ability and resource conservation, an optical service or repair of 
an older product is often worthwhile.

Born in Germany:

From the south of Thuringia

NOBLEX E-Optics Partnerships

NOBLEX is a partner 
of the Nordseewoche.

NOBLEX supports the fair 
boot Düsseldorf.

NOBLEX is a partner 
of the DLRG.
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NOBLEX E-Optics GmbH 
Seerasen 2

98673 Eisfeld
Germany

fon +49 (0) 3686 6889020
info@noblex-e-optics.com 
www.noblex-e-optics.com

Illustrations used in the catalogue may differ from the real products/ articles. No 
liability shall be assumed for product changes, especially in the course of technical 
enhancements, as well as model changes or printing errors. 
For printing reasons, the colour reproduction in the catalogue may differ from the 
original colour of the products/articles.

Free telephone support:
+49 (0) 3686 6889022

Further information at
www.noblex-e-optics.com


